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Abstract: In Cloud computing multiple cloud users can request number of cloud services simultaneously. Provision
must be provided such that all resources are made available to user’s request in efficient manner to satisfy their
needs. This resource provisioning can be done by using virtual machines that handles user’s request and provide
appropriate services to the requested users. Service interruption occurs when the virtual machine is overloaded. To
overcome this problem, black/gray bo x algorithm is proposed which will automatically migrate to the next low loaded
virtual machine without service interruption. By using this, the total physical machine’s load is balanced. Based on the
application demands, green computing is used to optimize the number of servers which are in use to reduce the over
utilization of power. By making these two approaches to be integrated within CloudSim which enables Cloud
computing environment and supports creation of one or more virtual machines on a simulated server facility in a data
center, jobs, and their mapping to suitable VMs to achieve load balancing and less energy consumption.
Keyword: Cloud Computing, Virtual Machine, Black/ Gray bo x, Green Computing, CloudSim
I.

INTRODUCTION

Instead of individuals and busin esses using th eir own PCs
and other IT resources to perform their daily work, they
can use the services offered by Cloud Computing at a
reasonable cost, and leave th e maintenance and cost of
own ership to the cloud providers.
There are many defin itions of Cloud Computing suggested
by different IT experts; each defin ition focuses on certain
aspects of the Cloud. Vaquero et al argue that to offer a
comprehensive defin ition of Cloud Co mputing is like “a
large pool of easily usable and accessible virtualized
resources, such as hardware, develop ment platforms,
and/or services.
These resources can be dynamically reconfigured to adjust
to a variable load (scale), allowing also for an optimu m
resource utilization. This pool of resources is typically
exploited by a pay-per-use model in wh ich guarantees are
offered by the Infrastructure Providers by means of
customized Service Level Agreemen ts (SLAs)”.
Therefore, the main Cloud Computing characteristics and
features, wh ich can be derived from the definition above,
are virt ualization, dynamic scalability, and resource
utilizat ion and a business model of on-demand services
based on SLAs.
Therefore, Cloud Co mputing can be seen as providing
useful opportunities for some businesses. Basically, it can
o ffer eco n o mica l and technological ben efits.
In terms of economic benefits, organizations can reduce
the huge costs of large capital in vestments in IT resources
by simply paying on ly for offered on -deman d services
(during peak time) fro m a Cloud provider, as well as
lowering the cost of labour an d IT resources maintenance.
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In terms of technological benefits, Cloud Computing can
offer easier group collaboration, such as sharing
documen ts between users from anywhere, regardless of
their operating systems. Also, it can offer on-demand
scaling of resources, such as acquiring unlimit ed storage
capacity.
II.

EXIS TING S YSTEM

How can a cloud service provider best mult iplex its virtual
resources onto the physical hardware? Th is is important
because much of the touted gains in th e cloud model
come from such mult iplexing. Studies have found that
servers in many existing data cen ters are often severely
underutilized due to over provisioning for the peak
demand.
Th e cloud model is expected to make such practice
unnecessary by o fferin g automatic scale up and down in
response to load variation . Besides reducing the hardware
cost, it also saves on electricity which contributes to a
significan t portion of the operational expenses in large data
centers.
Disadvantages
Virtual machine mon itors (VMMs) like Xen provide
a mechanism for mapping virtual machines (VMs) to
physical resources. This mapping is largely h idden from
the cloud users. Users with the Amazon EC2 service, for
example, do not know where their VM instances run. It is
up to the cloud provider to make sure th e underlying
ph ysical machines (PMs) have sufficient resources to meet
their needs. VM live migration technology makes it
possible to change the mapping between VMs and PMs
While applicat ions are runnin g. The capacity of PMs can
also be heterogeneous because multip le generations of
hardware coexist in a data center.
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III.

SYSTEM ARCHIT ECTURE

optimize resource usage. Through virtualization, the
number of hardware resources used in Clouds can be
reduced to minimize the capital cost as well as the cost of
power consumption and cooling systems. For instance,
through server consolidation, multip le (virtual) servers can
be allowed t o run simultaneously on a single physical
server.
Also, live migration of th e virtual machin e to the n ot
fully utilized physical servers would allow more and
mo re ph ysical servers to be turned off, which would lead
to better achievement of energy efficiency for data centers.
Furthermore, virtualization in Cloud Computing can
offer dynamic configurations for d ifferent applications’
resource requirements, and aggregate these resources for
different needs.
Eco-efficient data center management
Eco-efficiency can be directly lin ked to being
environ mentally friendly. It is about how to manage the
data centers of the Clouds in ways that have less impact
on the energy consumed, as well as on carbon dioxide
(CO2 ) emissions. Therefore, mechanisms and policies
should be put in place to help understan d how green the
data centre of a Cloud is.

Fig 1.Overall System Architecture
First, Ad min is go ing to create Dat acent er b y means of
adding co llect ion o f v irtual mach ine 1, 2…n. and
mon ito r the Cloud Env iron ment s imu ltaneous ly.
Second , Resource Bro ker prov is ion ing th e tas ks
(cloud lets ) to Cloud Env iron ment . Th en, tas k’s load is
pred ict ed by b lack/g ray bo x algo rith m. Based upon the
load p red ict ion they classified as hotspot and cold spot.
Hotspot specifies overload . Then that part icu lar
overload ed virtual mach in e’s tas k is mig rat ed to next
lo w lo aded v irtu al mach in e. so the lo ad get balanced.
Co ld spot specifies id le state o f v irtual mach ine. Then
resources are shared . W ith the help o f DVFS (Dynamic
Vo ltag e Frequen cy Sca lin g) mechan is m decreases the
energy consumption of th e CPU by controlling and
reducing the supply of voltage and frequency.
IV.
PROPOS ED SYS TEM
Virtualization
Virtualizat ion is a vital techn olog y of Cloud Co mputin g
which offers two important features abstraction and
encapsulation . It is about creating an abstract layer
between hardware and software.
Usually, t h e
virtu alizat ion lay er is s et above the physical layer o f
the Cloud’s architecture.

The dramatic increase in greenhouse gas emissions is
h av in g a d et rimen t al effect o n t he global climate, like
increasing temperatures, dryness, and floods. Cloud
infrastructure is likely embodied by enormous and powerconsuming data centers that generate large amounts of
heat wh en processin g. Therefore, there is great pressure on
Cloud providers to improve such mechanisms for the
energy efficiency of Cloud data centers to both reduce
costs and support the prices offered to Customers, as well
as to ensure meeting QoS to satisfy the customers’
expectation s.
Black/Gray box algorithm
Step1: Start Algorith m
Step2: Sort the list of
th e size of cloudlets

cloudlets (tasks) on th e basis of

Step3: Cloudlets to be

scheduled

Step4: Pick the cloudlet C(i) fro m the list VM Detection ,
Where i={1,2,3,……n}
Step5: Find the VM V
(j) that may run the cloudlet
successfully, W here j={1, 2, 3, … … … . m }
Step6: Bind VM V (j) to

th e cloudlet C (i)

Step7: If there are mo re cloudlets in the list
Step8: Check the threshold Th
Step9: If C (i) > Th
is Hot s p ot t hen migrate
from V (1) to V (2) and go to step3

VM

Virtualizat ion techn olog y is used wid ely in Cloud
Co mputing data centers owing to th e benefits offered, Step10: Else C (i) < Th is Cold s p o t terminate the
such as utilizing resources, lowering costs, easier VM
management of servers, server Consolidation and live
migrat ion of virtual machines. Virtualization is mostly Step11: Return control to th e simu lation
used in Cloud Computing platforms as means to
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Technique Used
DVFS
Dynamic Vo ltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) can be
used as one of the eco-efficiency techniques to reduce the
energy consumed in computing servers. This technique
observes the workload offered and then alters the CPU
power consumption accordingly, which would then
change the performance level. Usually, the id le servers
consume t wo-thirds of the peak lo ad in o rder to keep the
oth er components, like memory and disks, up and running;
and the remaining one- th ird of th e consumption is based
on th e CPU ut ilization , wh ich can be managed by
DVFS. On the other han d, th e DPM (Dynamic Power
Management) technique may be more efficient by
powering down the servers, including all the compon ents.
DPM would consume a greater amount of energy
compared to DVFS when there is a need to turn these
servers back on to run. A DVFS
technique
is
designed
in
a
way t h a t decreases the energy
consumption of th e CPU by con trolling and reducing the
supply of voltage and frequency.

Fig 2. Algorith m Flow Dia g ra m
VMallocation
Virtual Mach ine (VM ) consolidat ions can be u s e d a s a
mean s of reducing the power consumption of cloud
data centers. To illustrate, th is technique tries to allocate
mo re VMs on less physical machines as far as possible to
allow maximu m utilization of the running of ph ysical
mach ines. For instance, wh en there are two VMs, in stead
of allocating each one to a physical server that has n ot
been fully utilized, this technique tries to allocate both
VMs on one physical server and switch the other server
off to save energy. Therefore, using this technique in a
data centre can reduce th e operational costs and increase
the efficiency of energy usage.
Management of Power Consumption
The energy supplied in data centers is consumed for
computational operation, cooling systems, networks, and
oth er overheads. In terms of computational operations,
there are some energy-saving techniques that can be
deployed to monitor and co n t ro l energy consumption.
These eco-efficien t en ergy techniques have become one
of th e hot topics in the IT business these days because
of th e benefits gained, not only from an economic
perspective,
but
also
from
an Environmental
perspective. Cloud service providers can save huge costs
by efficiently utilizing their data centre to its maximu m
capacity. Also, governments pressure companies to
conduct their businesses with less impact on th e
environment, in terms of the emission of CO2. Hence,
Clouds service providers can also improve th eir SLAs by
bein g friendly to the environ ment to attract more
customers.
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V.
IMPLEMENTATION
CloudSim Toolkit
IT co mpanies wh o are willin g to offer some services in
the Cloud can use a simulat ion- based approach to
perform some bench marking exper iments with the
services t o be offered in dependable, scalable, repeatable,
and con trollable environ ments before real deployment in
the Cloud.
Therefore, they can test their services in a
con trolled environmen t free of cost, and through a number
of iterat ions, with less effort and t ime. They can carry
out different experiments and scen arios to identify th e
performance bottlenecks of resources and develop
provisioning techniques before real deployment in
commer cial Clouds.
Usability
In order to use the CloudSim toolkit, users need to h ave a
basic background in Java programming language because
it is writ t en in Java. Also, it requires users to write some
code to use the components from its library in o rd er to
simu late the desired scenarios. Therefore, it is not just
a b o u t s e t t i n g t h e p a r a me t e r s , r u n n i n g t h e
program, an d collect ing the results, but it also requires a
deep understanding of how the program works. In
addition, a little knowledge about Integrated Development
En viron ments (IDEs), like Net Bean s or Eclipse, will be
useful to ease installing the toolkit an d th e developmen t of
scenarios. Furthermore, CloudSim p rovides a library
that can be used to build a ready-to-use solution , such as
Cloud Analyst which is built on top of CloudSim, to
offer an easy to use graph ical user interface.
Capabilities
CloudSim has some compelling features and capabilit ies
that can be extended to model a custom Cloud Co mputing
environment. CloudSim can offer flexibility and
applicability and with less time and effort to support
initial performance testing. It can support simulating, from
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small-scale up to large-scale cloud environ ments
containing data centers, with little or almost no
overheads in terms of init ialization and consumption of
memory. Also, it has a virtualization engine that allows the
creation of multiple virtualized services that can be
in dependently managed on a single node of the data
centre. Moreover, it supports, in addition to other features,
energy-awareness provisionin g techniques at resource,
VM , and application level, such as VM allocation and
DVFS. For managing the energy conscious tech niques
in a data centre, CloudSim architecture contains the key
components Cloud Coordinator, Sensor, and VMM. The
Sensor compon ent, which is attached to every host, is used
by the C lo u d Coo rd in ato r to mon ito r p art icu lar
performance parameters, like energy consumption and
resource utilizat ion. Thus, through the attached Sensors,
Cloud Coordinator passes real-time in formation, like load
conditions and processing share, of th e active VMs to the
VM M.
Then, VMM uses this information to perform th e
appropriate application of DVFS and resizing of VMs.
Also, according to VMs’ policy and current utilizat ion of
resources, Cloud Coordinator con stantly issues VM
migrat ion commands and changes the power state of nodes
to adapt th e allocation of VMs.
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VI.
CONCLUS ION
It mult iplexes virtual to physical resources adaptively, computing, networking.
based on th e changing demand. Service Interruption can
be avoided and th e services are provided to th e respected
users based on the user’s request. Green computing can be
achieved by terminating the idle virtual machines an d to
adjust th e CPU power dynamically. It achieves both
overload avoidance and green computing for systems with
mu ltiresource constrain ts.
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